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The possibility is considered that the Andrews-Curtis conjecture, if false, may provide obstruc- 
tions to the cancellation of I- and 3-handles in a simply connected 4-manifold. An algebra is 
developed for the simultaneous algebraic reading of attaching maps for 2.handles and their duals, 
and it is shown that.obstructions to l- and 3-handle cancellation cannot be detected in this algebra. 
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I I 
A major unsolved problem in the theory of 4-manifolds is to determine whether 
a closed, compact, simply connected, pwl 4-manifold has a handle decomposition 
without l- or 3-handles. For example, the pwl 4-dimensional Poincare conjecture 
and the 4-dimensional Schoenfliess conjecture can be regarded as special cases of 
this problem. Some topologists have wondered whether the Andrews-Curtis conjec- 
ture and some of its generalizations might be involved with this problem. Here are 
some ways that a connection with the Andrews-Curtis conjecture might arise: 
(I) There could be a combinatorial obstruction to the simultaneous cancellation 
of all the l- and 3-handles, an obstruction to having both one subset of the 2-handles 
in algebraically cancelling form against the l-handles and at the same time having 
the 2-handles in a disjoint set in algebraically cancelling form against the 3-handles. 
(II) Certain homotopy 4-spheres appear as the boundaries of 5dimensional 
regular neighborhoods of contractible 2-complexes. If the Andrews-Curtis conjec- 
ture is true, these are all pwl 4-spheres; on the other hand, if the 4-dimensional pwl 
Poincare conjecture is false than the l- and 3-handles of a handle decomposition 
cannot all be cancelled in any counterexample. If such a counterexample comes up 
as the boundary of a 5-manifold as above, then the corresponding contractible 
2-complex gives a counterexample to the Andrews-Curtis conjecture, and the failure 
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of the conclusion of the Andrew+Curtis conjecture can be seen as an obstruction 
to the cancelling of l- and 3-handles. 
(III) Each compact, simply connected, pwl4-manifold with boundary might have 
associated with it a 2-spine that is unique up to a formal 3-deformation. If this were 
the case for example, a contractible 2-complex could be a 2-spine of the 4-ball only 
if it formally 3-deforms to a point. By Wright [ 131 this is a geometric way of saying 
that the conclusion of the Andrews-Curtis conjecture would be satisfied for the 
group presentation associated with the 2-spine. By the same token if there were any 
fake 4-balls (contractible 4-manifolds other than the 4-ball with 3-sphere boundaries) 
and if this hypothesis about unique associated 2-spines were to hold, then each 
such fake 4-ball would have associated with it a counter example to the Andrews- 
Curtis conjecture. 
We show here that approach I of the preceding paragaph fails. That is, any closed, 
compact, simply connected pwl 4-manifold has a handle presentation whose l- and 
3-handles can all be simultaneously cancelled algebraically by the 2-handles in the 
sense that for some bases for the fundamental groups of the sum of the 0- and 
l-handles and the sum of the dual 0- and l-handles, for each 2-handle either 
(a) an attaching cell for the 2-handle reads one of the first basis elements while 
an attaching cell for its dual reads the trivial element in the second fundamental 
group; or 
(b) the dual situation where an attaching cell for the 2-handle reads the trivial 
element while an attaching cell for the dual handle reads one of the second basis 
elements; or 
(c) attaching cells for both the 2-handle and its dual read the trivial elements in 
the respective fundamental groups. 
Thus in terms of the first approach of the previous paragraph, the obstructions, if 
any, to handle cancellation must be viewed as geometric, dealing with the obstruc- 
tions to freely reducing readings for handle attachment, rather than combinatorial. 
It would be interesting in this regard to see whether these obstructions can be related 
to the linking obstructions developed in Craggs [4] to explain free reduction problems 
for 2-complexes in 4-manifolds. The second and third approaches might contribute 
some different insights into the role of the Andrews-Curtis conjecture in 4-manifold 
handle cancellation. 
This paper arose in part in an effort to explain, in combinatorial terms (see 
Theorem 3.4), some curious geometric decompositions of the 4-sphere described by 
Guenther Huck in [5]. Conversations with Huck were very helpful in shaping this 
paper, and we wish to express our gratitude to him. 
1. Algebraic preliminaries 
We consider groups X”, m = 0, 1,2,. . . and Y”, n = 0, 1,2,. . . with one pair of 
infinitesets{x ,,..., x, ,... }and{y, ,..., y, ,... }suchthatforeachm,{x ,,..., x,} 
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is a free basis for X” and for each n, {y,, . . , y,,} is a free basis for Y”. For fixed 
m, n, and p, consider a p-tuple ((u,, ui)) of elements of X” x Y”. Consider the 
following elementary operations on the p-tuple: 
(1) (inversion) For some j, replace ( ui, IJ;) by (u;‘, u;‘). 
(2) (multiplication) For some j and some k Zj, replace the two pairs ( uj, vi) and 
(Us, vL) by the two pairs (u;u~, 0,) and (u,, v~u~‘). 
(3) (conjugation) For some j and some element (s, t) e X” x Y”, replace (uj, v,) 
by (s-‘u,s, t+). 
(4) (isomorphism) For some pair of isomorphisms j_~ :X” +X” and u: Y” + Y”, 
replace the p-tuple ((u,, v,)) by the p-tuple ((j~( u,), v(v;))) of transformed elements. 
(5) (stabilization) Either (a) increase m to m-t 1 and p to p+ 1, adding a new 
generator x,,,, to the basis {x,, . . . ,x,} and a new pair (u,,,, u,,,,) = (x,,+,, 1) to 
the p-tuple or (b) increase n to n + 1 and p to p + 1, adding a new generator yn+, 
to the basis {y,, . . , y,,} and a new pair (I++, , u,,,,) = (1, y,,,) to the p-tuple. 
(6) (destabilization) Inverse of (5) if applicable. 
We say that tuples ((u,, vi)) in X” x Y”’ and ((u:, vi)) in X”‘X Y”’ are Nielsen, 
Q-, Q*-, resp. Q**-equivalent if one tuple can be converted to the other by a finite 
sequence of elementary operations of types (l)-(2), (l)-(3), (l)-(4), resp. (l)-(6). 
It is easy to verify that each of these is an equivalence relation. The propostion 
below, whose proof we leave to the reader, helps in verifying that we have equivalence 
relations. 
Proposition 1.1. Each of the operations below is a Q-transformation (although not 
necessarily a Nielsen transformation): 
(a) (dual multiplication) Replace the pair (u,, vi) and (u,, vk) by the pair 
(uku~‘, 21~) and (uj, u,uk). 
(b) (reversal) ((u,, u,))+((u:, vi)) where ((u:, v:))+((u,, u,)) is a Q-transforma- 
tion. 
(c) (permutation) For some pair (u,, Uj) and (uk, uk) reindex so that (u,, 0,) 
becomes the kth pair and ( uk, vk) becomes the jth pair. Leave the indices on 
the remaining pairs unchanged. 
The terminology here is modeled after the corresponding terminology for 
operations of elements in free groups (see Rapaport [lo], Metzler [9], and Craggs 
[2,3] for definitions of Q-, Q*-, and Q** -transformations). The following proposi- 
tion will prove useful for normalizing tuples of elements in X”’ x Y”. Note that the 
lack of symmetry in (b) is intentional). 
Proposition 1.2. (a) Let ((u,, vi)) and ((u:, vi)) be tuples of elements that are Nielsen, 
Q-, Q*-, resp. Q**-equivalent. Then (ui) and (ui) also (v,) and (vi) are Nielsen, Q-, 
Q”-, resp. Q*“-equivalent, and the equivalence sequence of elementary operations is 
induced by the corresponding equivalence sequence of elementary operations in the 
equivalence ((u,, v,))+((u:, vi)). 
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(b) Let ((uj, vi)) be ap-tuple and let (u:) be Nielsen, Q-, Q*-, resp. Q**-equivalent 
to (u;). Then there exists a tuple (vi) Nielsen, Nielsen, Q*-, resp. Q**-equivalent to 
(vi) so that ((u,, vi)) is Nielsen, Q-, Q*-, resp. Q**-equivalent to ((ui, vi)) and the 
equivalence (vi) + (vi) is induced as in (a). 
(c) A dual statement holds in place of (b) w h en the roles of the first and second 
factors are interchanged. 
Proof. We leave a proof to the reader with the remark that a Q-transformation can 
be converted to a Nielsen transformation in (b) by avoiding any conjugation in the 
second factor. 0 
2. Algebraic normalization of tuples 
We suppose now in this section that we have a p-tuple ((u,, v()) of elements in 
X” x Y” where p 2 m + n, and Cl{u,} = X”, and Cl{v,} = Y”. Our goal is to exhibit 
a normal form for ((u,, v,)). Let (*), denote 1 copies of the trivial element in a free 
group, and let ((*, *)), denote 1 copies of the pair (1, 1). We suppress the number 
1 when its value is clear. 
Lemma 2.1. After a possible sequence of elementary operations of type (5) (which may 
increase the values of m, n, and p) we can find a Q-equivalence that converts the 
(possibly expanded) p-tuple to one of the form, 
(lxi, W,)) is m 
((1, Zi)) m<iSp 
where { wi} u { zi} is a generating set for Y”. 
Proof. By operations of type (5) we may suppose that there are two Q-equivalences, 
(Ui)+(Xlr...3Xrn, (*)p-m) and (vi) + (y,, . . . , y,, (*)p-n). By one application of the 
two propositions in Section 1, we may preserve the assumption above and arrange 
things so that (vi) = (y,, . . . , y,, (*)p-,). Then by applying Proposition 1.2(b) we 
may convert ((u,, vi)) to ((u:, vi)) by a transformation where (u:) = 
(XI,. . . , -%I, (*)p-m) and where (vi) + (vi) . IS a Nielsen transformation. But Nielsen 
transformations preserve generating sets; so (vi) still generates, and we may take 
(v:) to be the desired tuple (w,, . . . , w,, z,+,, . . . , z,,). 
Lemma 2.2 (First normal form for tuples). After a further number of elementary 
operations of type (5) we may preserve the normal form of Lemma 2.1 with a 
Q**-equivalence while providing that each of the commutators [yf, y:] j # k, 6 = *l, 
F = +l appears among the wi’s. 
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Proof. Set ~~(0) = w, and z,(O) = z,. We first show how to modify the tuple through 
a sequence of elementary modifications to a new form, 
((x,, w,(l))) 
((1, z,(l))), 
preserving the normal form, but revising the index values if necessary, so that each 
[wp, w:]i #j, S = +l, e = *l, each [zy, zp], and each [w:, zr] is among the w,(l)‘s. 
The three types are handled differently. We show how to pick up one of each kind 
as the first addition. Picking up the others of the same kind is handled similarly. 
Picking up [w,, wz]: Stabilize by adding a new pair (x,+,, 1). Ignore, for the 
moment, the pairs of the form (1, z,), and concentrate on the remaining pairs. By 
applying Proposition 1.2, we can find a Q-transformation of the (m + 1)-tuple, 
(Cxi, wi)) _ ((4 wn)) 
((&,,I, 1)) ((xi?+l, [WI, %I)) 
so that the transformation is a Nielsen transformation in the first coordinate. Then 
a Q*-transformation of type (4), leaving the second coordinates unchanged, converts 
this tuple to the desired tuple, 
((x,, w,)) 
((xm+, , [WI, %I)) 
Picking up [z,, z,]: Stabilize as before; then carry out the following sequence of 
transformations: 
invert ((Xm+l, ZT’)) 
- ((xm +I, zl’)) 
dual s,ide ((xm+, 3 z1w1’)) 
- ((1, zl’)) 
((&I+, z,zz)) permute ((x,+1, G1)) 
((x,+1, Zlwr’zY’D ((xm+, 2 [Zl, z21)) 
- ((1, ZF’)) , 
dual 5lide ((1, z21)) 
((1, Zl)) 
znvert 
((l,zJ) 
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Picking up [w, ,z,]: Stabilize as before by adding (x,,, , 1). Then consider the 
following sequence of elementary Q*-transformations: 
((XI 1 %)I 
dual slide 
((&n+, , 1)) - 
:~~~+~~~ )) dual slide 
((4, w,)) 
1 + ((xm+, > w,z,)) 
((LZJ) ((1, z,)) ((x2,, z,)) 
(((xl)-,, w;‘)) ((G, w,)) 
invert 
y-y$&-+ ((-%+I, WIZIWI’)) 2 uxrn+1> [WI, 4)) 
((x,+1 > 0) 
change basis, ;;&+;,,pw,, z,,)) 
((1, z*)) 
((1, z,)) 
Assume now that the promised tuple with ~~(1)‘s and ~~(1)‘s has been obtained. 
From the assumptions of Lemma 2.1, we know that some subset of {w,(l)} has the 
commutator subgroup [F(yi), F(y,)] as its normal closure. Thus by further stabiliz- 
ations, we may first insert conjugates of the ~(1)‘s and then obtain the desired 
commutators by dual multiplication. A change of basis in the first coordinate will 
return the desired normal form. Notice that we have not destroyed the generating 
property of the set {w,} u (2,). We call this the jirst normal form for p-tuples. 
Theorem 2.3 (Second normal form for p-tuples). 
(a) Let 
((4, w,)) is m 
((1, z*D 
((*, *)I 
be a p-tuple of elements in X” x Y” in the first normal form of Lemma 2.2. Suppose 
further that the abelianized set {zy’} generates the abelianized group ( Yn)ab. 
Then the p-tuple is Q*“-equivalent to the tuple, 
((x,, wi)) 
((1, Yi)) 
((*, *>I. 
(b) Furthermore, any two p-tuples in the form, 
((A, w,>) (Cxi, w:)) 
((1, Yl)) ((1, Yi)) 
cc*, *)I u*, *)I 
are Q** -equivalent provided that there is an automorphism n : ( Yn)ab + ( Yn)ab that 
carries the subgroup (wqb) onto the subgroup (w{~‘). 
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Proof. (a) Under the hypotheses, we may use Nielsen transformations to arrange 
things so that zp” = yPh for each i. From Lemma 2.2 we know that each of the 
elementary commutators can be expressed as a product of conjugates of the wi’s 
and their inverses. Then we have, for each i, y, = z,w( i) where w(i) is a word on 
conjugates of the elements WT. The following illustration shows how to build up, 
syllable by syllable, each (1, y,) = (1, z,w(i)) from the corresponding (1, zi): 
((x,9 w,)) conjugate (Cxj, cm’wjc)) 
(( 1, ZiW)) x ((1, wc-‘v)) 
For inverses a couple of extra inversion operations are needed. This completes the 
proof of (a) by induction. 
(b) Note first that every automorphism of Y”” is induced by an automorphism 
of Y (see Magnus, Karass, and Solitar [7, Th. N4]). Thus by applying an automorph- 
ism to Y in X x Y and then undoing its effects on the elements (1, yi) by Nielsen 
transformations (they generate the automorphism group), we can reduce the problem 
to the case where (we”) and (w:“~) are the same group. But then by using dual 
Nielsen transformations on the elements (x,, wi) and (x,, w:) and following these 
with an automorphism of X in X x Y that undoes the effect of the Nielsen transfor- 
mations on the (x,)‘s, we may suppose that wr” = wish for each i. Thus, it is sufficient 
to show, for an arbitrary c, that an element (x,, wi) can be converted to 
(xi, wicP’[ylfi, y;]c) keeping the other elements fixed. The illustration below shows 
how to do this for [y,, y,]; the other cases are similar: 
((A, W!)) dual multIply ~[~~I~~~,~~)))) 
((l,Y;)) ’ - ((x,‘, cF’y,c)) 
((1, Yk)) 
co"Jugate ((1, c-~ykc;) ((x,‘, c-'Ykc)) 
invert (txt, wicm'YjYkc)) 
’ ((Xi, c-'Y,'c)) 
dua, mu,tip,y (txi7 wicm'YjYkYYr'c)) 
- (( 1, CPYJ’C)) 
((Xi, c-‘yiL’c)) ((Xi, C-‘YkC)) 
This completes the proof of (b) and thus of the theorem. 0 
3. Algebrizing geometric handle operations 
We will complete the algebraic description of handle readings by showing that 
for simply connected 4-manifolds, there are handle presentations and corresponding 
readings for which the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are met with each wqh = 0. 
Let A4 be a closed, pwl 4-manifold and R a handle presentation for M. We 
consider %! to be a collection of handles /I,~, where the first subscript denotes the 
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index of the handle. We use h$ to denote the dual handle of index 4- i. We denote 
by T, the attaching tube for the handle h, and by T$ the transverse tube for the 
handle hi, (i.e. the attaching tube for the dual handle h$). We denote by D,, the 
attaching cell for the handle h,, and by Dz, the attaching cell for the dual handle 
h;. The pairs D, and 0: are always assumed to intersect transversally in a single 
point. For a number 0 G k G 4, we use N(k) to denote the union of all handles of 
index is k and N*(k) to denote the union of all dual handles of index less than 
or equal to k, i.e. the union of all duals hg with i 3 4 - k. For a given integer 1, we 
let N(k, I) denote the union of N(k - 1) and all handles h, with jc 1. A similar 
definition holds for dual handles using the notation, N*(. . s). The expression 
N(k, j^) stands for the closure of what remains after h, is deleted from N(k). We 
denote attaching maps for the handles by f;,, and for the dual handles by f$. 
Three operations on handle presentations 
(I) Insertion and deletion of (special) cancelling pairs of handles: We refer the 
reader to Stallings [ 10, § 8.51 for an alternate discussion of this operation. For some 
k, let C be an (n - 1)-cell in Bd N(k) that intersects no transverse tube of a k-handle 
and no attaching tube of a (k-t 1)-handle. Let B be a regular neighborhood of 
C rel Bd C in M\Int N(k). There is a homeomorphism, 
H: M\Int N(k) + M\Int( N(k) u B) 
that is the identity on Bd N(k)\Int B. To define the new handle presentation ZX 
from the old, we begin by retaining all the old handles of index less than or equal 
to k. The old handles of index greater than k are adjusted by means of the 
homeomorphism H so that points of attachment in Int C are moved to Bd B\Int C. 
Two new handles, a (k + 1)-handle and a k-handle are added to the collection so 
that the union of these two new handles is B. The two new handles must intersect 
in such a way that some attaching cell for the (k + I)-handles meets some dual 
attaching cell for the k-handle transversely in a single point. 
We will term the insertion or deletion of a (k, k+ 1)-cancelling pair special, if 
(k,k+1)#(1,2)or(2,3),orif(k,k+1)=(1,2)andCfailstointersectany3-handles 
or (k, k-t 1) = (2,3) and the dual situation occurs. Henceforth, all handle cancella- 
tions that we refer to will be special. The reason for this restriction is to avoid having 
to explain, in terms of the Q** -theory, the effect of a non-special insertion or deletion 
of a cancelling pair of handles. At present we are unable to explain this more general 
operation in terms of the Q **-theory without first appealing to the classification 
theorems in Section 2. We have chosen the safe path of using a more limited 
cancellation and then showing that things will not matter anyway in the simply 
connected case because the limited handle operations are already sufficient to make 
all handle readings equivalent among homotopy equivalent 4-manifolds. 
(II) Handle isotopy: Let hki be a k-handle, and let H, (0 G t s 1) be an ambient 
isotopy of Bd N(k, 7) which is the identity on each transverse tube T: with i, # k,. 
Revise the attaching map fkj to f;, = H,fkj. This induces a homeomorphism from 
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N(k) to N’(k) = N(k,jj u,;, h,,. This homeomorphism then defines suitable 
revisions of the attaching maps A,, i> k. All these revisions give a new handle 
presentation X’ that comes from 2 by isotopy of the handle h,,. 
(III) Handle sliding (handle addition): The sliding of a handle h,, is similar to 
an isotopy of h, except that the isotopy H, is not required to be the identity on the 
transverse tubes Tc,, 1 f j; although H, (image &) must be free of intersections 
with these transverse tubes T&. For analyzing the algebra of handle sliding though, 
it is convenient to separate the sliding into more elementary moves together with 
handle isotopy: 
Let Ski and & be attaching spheres for different k-handles where Ski = Bd D, 
and DA, is the attaching disk for the handle h, etc. Let B be a flat k-cell in Bd N(k) 
chosen so that B meets the transverse tubes Tzj and T:, transversally in k-cells BLj 
and Bk, in Tnt B and B meets no other k-handles. Let B, and Bk, have the same 
orientation in B. Choose an arc A in Int B joining BL, to Bk,, and let N be a regular 
neighborhood of Au BLj u B,, with boundary S. Removing the interior of B,; from 
N leaves an annulus; hence there is an isotopy from Bd B,; to S in N u Bd N( k, I). 
Since Bd BL, is isotopic to S,, in the attaching tube T,,, we thus have an isotopy of 
S,, to S in Bd N(k, 3). Use the isotopy extension theorem (see Hudson-Zeeman ,. 
[6]) to extend this isotopy to an isotopy H, of Bd N(k, j). Then redefine the attaching 
mapfkJ as H,_&, and use the previous trick to redefine the attaching maps for handles 
of higher index. We say that the resulting handle presentation X” results from X 
by an elementary sliding of hk, over hL,. 
Dual operations 
The dual of the insertion or deletion of a cancelling pair of handles is the insertion 
or deletion of the dual pair of handles. The dual of a handle isotopy is a whole 
sequence of handle isotopies involving the duals of all the low indexed handles. 
The most important dual operation, from the point of view of algebraic invariants, 
is the dual of a sliding. The dual of an elementary sliding is, up to isotopy, an 
elementary sliding, but the dual sliding goes in the reverse direction: If hZ, slides 
over h2, then hf, slides over hz, and the algebra is such that the orientation of hf, 
is reversed. One way to visualize this dual operation is to ask what dual operation 
on the pair of handles h$ and h2*, will leave the remaining 2-handles unaltered and 
will reconfigure the attaching tubes for h f, and h$ to match, up to isotopy, the 
configuration of transverse tubes caused by the sliding of h,, over h2,. See Fig. 1. 
The switching of the roles and the orientation reversal is the motivation behind the 
peculiar form of multiplication in the definition of Q-equivalence. This will be 
discussed further in the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Associating a p-tuple with a handle presentation 
Given a handle presentation %! for a 4-manifold M, we can always combine, by 
cancelling handles, 0- and l-pairs and the corresponding dual pairs so that we end 
up with just one O-handle and just one 4-handle. Let the new handle presentation 
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Fig. 1 
have now one 0- and one 4-handle, m l-handles, p 2-handles, and n 3-handles. 
Orient the attaching cells for the remaining l-handles. These attaching cells determine 
a basis {x,, . . , x,} for nr( N( 1)) = X”. Regard the entire O-handle as the basepoint 
of N( 1). The generator xi corresponds to any loop that begins in the O-handle, runs 
through the attaching cells of the ith l-handle in the direction of the orientation, 
and then returns to the O-handle. Do a similar construction for N*(3) and the 
transverse dual attaching cells for the 3-handles. This gives a basis {y, , . . . , y,,} for 
rr,( N*( 1)) = Y”. Orient the manifold M. Then for each of the 2-handles, orient the 
attaching cells D2, and the dual attaching cells D2, * in such a way that the homology 
intersection of the pair is +l and give the boundaries of the attaching cells and 
dual attaching cells basepoints, in N(0) or N*(O) where possible. Each 2-handle 
hli now determines an element (IA,, vi) of X” x Y” by means of the path classes of 
the oriented boundaries Bd(D*,) and Bd(Df,). When we cannot get a basepoint to 
be in N(0) or N*(O) we just take the corresponding path class to be 1. The p-tuple 
of these pairs is then the desired associated p-tuple. 
The following proposition establishes that the associated p-tuple is well defined 
up to the Q*-operations of inversion, conjugation, and isomorphism, and it gives 
the relation between the handle operations and Q**-transformations. 
Proposition 3.1. (a) Any two p-tuples associated with a handle presentation X of a 
4-manifold M are Q*-equivalent under inversion, conjugation, and isomorphism 
operations ( 1,3,4). 
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(b) If Z#? and SY’ are two handle presentations for the pwl 4-manifold M, and if Y&T 
results from FX by1 a sequence of operations of the three types (I)-(III) and the duals, 
then the tuples associated with X and SY are Q** -equivalent. (Recall that handle 
cancelling pairs are assumed to be special,) 
(c) Let ((u,, v~)) be the p-tuple associated with X and let ((u,, vi))+ ((u:, v:)) be an 
elementary Q** -operation of one of the types (l)-(5). Then there is a sequence of the 
three types of handle operations on SY and its dual converting SY to a handle presentation 
X’ so that ((u:, v:)) is the tuple associated with 2Z”. 
Proof. (a) The p-tuple associated with Z is determined by the sequences of handle 
cancellations that reduce the number of 0- and 4-handles down to one each, by the 
orientation of attaching cells for the remaining l-handles, by the orientation of the 
attaching disks for the 2-handles, and by the choice of basepoints on the boundaries 
of the attaching disks and dual attaching disks. Changing the sequence of cancella- 
tions amounts to a change of basis for the fundamental groups of N( 1) and N*( 1). 
Such a change induces an isomorphism of the corresponding tuple. The same 
statement holds for a change in the orientation of one of the attaching cells for a 
remaining l-handle. Changing the orientation of an attaching disk D,, causes the 
corresponding pair (Ui, v,) to be inverted. The conditions on intersection numbers 
of attaching and tranvese disks require that when an attaching disk is reoriented 
then the transverse disk also.be reoriented and vice versa. Finally, changing the 
location of a basepoint of Bd D,, or Bd 02, induces a conjugation of the correspond- 
ing term ui or v, in the pair (u,, vi). This completes the proof of part (a). 
(b) It is enough to consider a single handle operation, and for cancelling pairs 
it is enough to consider just insertion of cancelling pairs. 
Cancelling pairs: If the cancelling pair is a O-l or a 3-4 cancelling pair, then 
from the proof of part (a), we may assume that the associated tuple remains 
unchanged. If a l-2 pair is inserted, then the effect on the tuple is to replace X”’ x Y” 
by X”‘+’ x Y” and to add another pair (x,, w) to the tuple. But insertions of l-2 
cancelling pairs of handles are assumed to be special; thus w = 1, and the tuple is 
changed by a stabilization. The dual situation occurs in the case of an insertion of 
a 2-3 cancelling pair of handles. The dual of a (special) insertion of cancelling pairs 
of handles is a (special) insertion of cancelling pairs of handles; so there is nothing 
further to consider in this case. 
Isotopy: Isotopy of a 0- or 4-handle has no effect on the associated tuple. By the 
proof of part (a), we may assume, for isotopy of a l- or 3-handle, that bases for 
the fundamental groups are suitably modified so that the associated tuples do not 
change. Isotopy of a 2-handle h2, replaces the corresponding pair (u,, v,) by some- 
thing of the form (tt’u,t, v,), and this is conjugation. Isotopy of a dual 2-handle 
yields conjugation in the second factor rather than the first. 
Elementary slidings: Let hkj slide over hk,. By applying a preliminary inversion 
if necessary, we may suppose that the orientations are as pictured in Figure 1. By 
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applying conjugations (isotopies) if necessary, we may further suppose that the disk 
B does not intersect any l-handles and that the endpoints of the arc A are the 
basepoints for the attaching spheres S,, and S,,,. Reference to Figure 1 now reveals 
that the effect on the associated tuple is to replace the two pairs (u,, u,) and (u,, Q) 
by the pairs (u;u,, v,) and (u,, quy’), and this is a multiplication. 
(c) Consider now an elementary operation (( ui, z+))+ (( u:, vi)) where ((u,, u,)) is 
the associated p-tuple for the handle presentation 97?. 
Inversion or conjugations: If the operation is an inversion, change the orientation 
on the corresponding attaching 2-cell and its dual. If the operation is a conjugation, 
say (u,, v,)+ (s~‘u,s, t-‘qt), we may first assume that one of s or t is 1. If t = 1, 
then an isotopy of the handle hzj can be found which causes the first coordinate to 
change by the conjugation above. In the other case the change is achieved by an 
isotopy in the dual handle presentation. 
Multiplication: Do an elementary sliding of the corresponding 2-handles as in 
the proof of part (b). If necessary, first apply an isotopy, without changing the 
associated tuple, that pulls the basepoints of the attaching spheres away from the 
l-handles (or duals of 3-handles). 
Zsomorphism: Since Nielsen transformations generate the automorphism group 
of a free group [8, Q 3.5, Th. Nl], and since Nielsen transformations correspond to 
changes in the 0- and l-handle pairs that are cancelled and to changes in orientation 
of one of the remaining l-handles, it follows that isomorphism can be explained in 
terms of modification of choices used to associate a p-tuple with the handle 
presentation; thus no change in the handle presentation is necessary. 
Stabilization: Stabilization corresponds to inserting a special l- and 2-handle pair 
or to inserting a special 2- and 3-handle pair. Note that destabilization cannot, in 
general, be effected geometrically ! q 
Proposition 3.2. Let (( ui, vi)) be a p-tuple associated with a handle presentation %for 
the simply connected 4mani’old M. Assume that k% has one O-handle, m l-handles, 
p 2-handles, n 3-handles, and one 4-handle. Let X” = GT,( N( 1)) and Y” = TT,( N*( 1)). 
Then p 2 m + n, Cl{ui} = X’“, and Cl(q) = Y”. Furthermore, if (( ui, zli)) is in the 
jirst normal form, 
((xi, wi)) ism 
((1, z,)) m<iSp. 
then {zq’} generates Yuh and each w:” = 0. 
Proof. The normal closures condition follows from the fact that T,(M) = 
TI(N(2)) = T,( N”(2)). Given the normal form, we see that N(2, m) is a homology 
4-ball and so we must have H,(M\Int N(2, m)) = 0. But analyzed from the dual 
point of view, M\Int N(2, m) comes from attaching to N*(l) the dual 2-handles 
associated with the readings (1, zi). If {zqh} does not generate Yah then 
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M\Int iV(2, m) cannot have trivial first homology. But rank Y”’ = n so by the 
classification of free abelian groups, we see that p - m 2 n. Thus p 2 m + n. 
It remains to show that each WY” - 0. By applying dual sliding operations to the 
handles reading (1, z,) we may suppose that zr” = yrhi s n and z:~+, = 0, i > n. But 
then, by an elementary Mayer-Vietoris computation, we find that H,(M) is free of 
rank p - (m + n). Furthermore we can find among the 2-cycles, a basis {Ez,} for the 
represented homology classes, by capping off, in N(l), the attaching disks D,, 
j > m + n, for the 2-handles or similarly a dual basis { F2,} by capping off, in N*(l), 
the corresponding dual attaching disks 02. 
Suppose that some wp” # 0. Write in additive notation, wp” = 1 w;,yp”. Recall that 
ah z, = yph; thus WY” =I wiJzph, and wqh-C wjizp” = 0. It follows that the algebraic 
combination of dual attaching cells, 0: -C w,,Dz+, can be capped off in N*(l) to 
form a 2-cycle F. 
On the one hand, F is non-trivial since we can cap off the disks Dm+j in N(1) 
to produce 2-cycles G, so that G = 1 wijG, has homology intersection number *C wf, 
with F. On the other hand, from handle considerations, the intersection numbers 
Ei 0 F are all trivial, for an E, and F share no common disk and dual disk pair as 
E, involves the disk D, (i> m + n) whereas F involves only dual disks D,* with 
j s m + n. But for a 4-manifold with trivial first homology, the intersection form (or 
cup product) is non-degenerate. Thus F = 0 and hence wp” = 0. 
We come now to the main theorems of this paper: 
Theorem 3.3. Let M be a simply connected 4-manifold with rank H2( M) = k. Then, 
for some natural numbers m, n, and p = m + n + k, there is a handle decomposition %T 
for M with one O-handle, one 4-handle, m l-handles, n 3-handles, and p 2-handles 
so that the associated p-tuple in X”’ x Y” has the second normal form of Theorem 2.3 
with each w, = 1. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, we know that p 2 m+n and that there is a handle 
presentation X corresponding to the second normal form of Theorem 2.3. By the 
preceding proposition, each wp” - 0; so by the last part of Theorem 2.3, we know 
that our normal form can be converted to one with each w, = 1 by Q**-transforma- 
tions. By Proposition 3.2 we know that there is a corresponding sequence of handle 
operations converting the handle presentation to one realizing the latter normal 
form. 0 
The following theorem offers an algebraic explanation for the unusual geometric 
decompositions of the 4-sphere observed by Huck [5]: 
Theorem 3.4. Let K and L he any two acyclic polyhedral 2-complexes, and let M be 
a pwl homotopy 4-sphere. 
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Then there is a homology 3-sphere MO in M bounding 4manifolds M, and Mb so 
that M, L K, and Mb \ I&, where K, and Kh are 2-complexes that formally 3-deform 
to K and L respectively. 
Proof. Let 6PK = {x1, . . . , x, 1 r,, . . , r,,,}, CZP~ = {y,, . . . , yn 1 s,, . . . , s,}. There is no 
loss is supposing that ryb = x, for each i and that a similar condition holds for the 
presentation 9)L. Start with a tuple, 
where the indices i on the u,‘s and vi’s begin with 1 and in each case run sufficiently 
high so that the normal closures of {ui} and {Vi} generate the respective commutator 
subgroups [ F(x;), F(xi)] and [ F(y,), F(y,)]. Sliding the pairs (r,, 1) over conjugates 
of appropriate pairs (u,, y,,,) and their inverses, and then applying the dual operation 
for the second coordinates, we get a Q-equivalent tuple, 
((4, 1)) 
((1, Yl)) 
((u,, Yttn)) 
((X,+m, VI). 
By the normal form theorem, Theorem 2.3, the above tuple is equivalent to, 
((Xi, 1)) 
((1, Yi)). 
But, by Theorem 3.3, any homotopy 4-sphere M has a handle decomposition with 
a reading of the above form. Through the use of stabilization and insertion of 
cancelling pairs of handles, we may assume, for a given M, that the reading takes 
exactly the above form. Thus, by Property 3.1, we may find a handle decomposition 
2 of M corresponding to the first tuple mentioned in this proof. 
For the promised manifold M,, we take the sum of the handles of X corresponding 
to the pairs (ri, 1) and (x,+*, II,); similarly for the manifold Mb we take the sum of 
the remaining handles and view them as duals. Take polyhedral 2-spines K, of M, 
and Lb of M,, corresponding to the handle decompositions (see Rourke and Sander- 
son [ 10, p. 831 for a CW-complex version of this). The presentations corresponding 
to these 2-spines are clearly stabilizations of 8, and pL; so the formal 3-deforma- 
tions follow from Wright’s characterization of extended Nielsen equivalences. By 
duality considerations MO must be a homology 3-sphere. q 
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Question. Can an analogous construction be carried out for other simply connected 
4-manifolds and with the conditions on K and L weakened so that they are 
homologically l-connected? The only problem is in insuring that MO be a homology 
3-sphere. 
4. Concluding questions and remarks 
In the introduction we mentioned some ways in which the Andrews-Curtis 
conjecture might bear on the 4-dimensional pwl PoincarC conjecture. We have pretty 
well eliminated the first possibility, but the second and third still hold some promise. 
There is something special about doubling manifolds by sewing two copies together 
along their boundary. For one thing there is an involution on the manifold and for 
another, one runs into trouble trying to get a corresponding doubled handle 
decomposition because in sewing together two copies one destroys the condition 
of disjointness of handles of a given index. It would be interesting to see if the 
doubling could be incorporated back into the Q**-theory. 
The third approach mentioned in the introduction does not seem to be accessible 
by the methods used here. These methods exploit the duality in closed 4-manifolds. 
Nevertheless it would be very nice if someone could get something positive from 
this approach. What seems to be needed is a relative version of the Q**-theory 
here, something which also brings in the Q** -theory of the boundary 3-manifold 
presentations. 
Here are some questions on realizability of tuples. For the sake of simplicity we 
phrase them in terms of homotopy 4-spheres rather than the more general simply 
connected 4-manifolds. We suspect that these questions are related to the remarks 
of the preceding paragraphs. 
Question A. For which pairs of tuples (r,) and (s;) can we arrange things in the 
conclusion of Theorem 3.4 so that each ui = 1 and each U, = l? Guenther Huck 
informs us that this can be done in the case of presentations associated with doubled 
manifolds. 
Question B. Is there some relation between the 3-deformation classes of K and L 
in Theorem 3.4 and the collapsibility of M (with a ball removed) to something that 
3-deforms to the wedge KVL? 
Question B is suggested by the fact that if M is a doubled manifold and if Ma 
and M,, are the two copies associated with the doubling, then there is in fact a 
collapse to K V L. 
Question C. In the second normal form theorem, Theorem 2.3, condition (b) can 
be expressed in a stable form by allowing each of the two copies of ( Yn)nh that are 
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involved with the automorphism 17 to be replaced by the direct sum of ( Yn)ah and 
some free abelian group of suitable finite rank. If this is done, does condition (b) 
become a necessary as well as sufficient condition for stable equivalence in Theorem 
2.3? 
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